Projector and Vectographic Slides

Stereo Optical vectographic projector slides are designed so that the projector can administer both basic acuity projector slide exams and vectographic exams without changing slides. All slides are printed on a select piece of high-quality clear photographic film using two sheets of optically-clear glass to guarantee consistently high quality optotypes and ensure the integrity of each test.

**PROJECTOR SLIDES:**

8400 - **Acuity Astigmatism**: Letter acuity, astigmatic clock, number acuity, tumbling “E” tests
8500 - **Adult**: Letter acuity, number acuity, tumbling “E” tests
8600 - **Child Acuity**: Allen, tumbling “E”, Landolt “C” tests
8700 - **Family Practice**: Letter acuity, astigmatic clock, tumbling “E”, Allen tests
8800 - **Multi-Acuity**: Letter acuity, tumbling “E”, Allen tests
8900 - **Acuity Vergence**: Letter acuity, astigmatic clock, vergence tests

**VECTOGRAPHIC SLIDES:**

9100 - **Adult**: Letter acuity, astigmatic clock, binocular balance, suppression, fixation disparity, stereopsis
9200 - **Pediatric**: tumbling “E” acuity, binocular balance, suppression, fixation disparity, stereopsis
9300 - **Adult**: Letter monocular acuity, binocular astigmatism, acuity balance, suppression, binocular acuity, fixation disparity, muscle balance, stereopsis
9400 - **Pediatric**: Binocular balance, tumbling “E” monocular acuity, binocular acuity, fixation disparity, stereopsis

*The top half of the slide is for standard projection while the bottom half is for vectographic projection.*